
 
QCR Update/Maintenance Workflow 
An overview of Terrostar’s process for performing site updates and 

maintenance on QCR sites 

ENVIRONMENTS 

Sites are located in three main environments: 

● Local (developer’s machine) 

● Dev (staging) 

● Production 

Dependencies are managed by Composer and lock files are committed to the code repositories, keeping 
codebases identical between local, dev, and production environments. 

CODE VERSIONING 

Terrostar uses the Git DVCS protocol for projects and syncs repositories with GitLab. Only schema and 
code changes are pushed through DVCS typically. Content is occasionally deployed using migrations as 
well, which passes through DVCS, but this is uncommon. Sensitive information is stored in environmental 
variables in each separate environment and is not committed to the repository. 

The project leverages a number of custom add-ons (specifically for block content shared extensions and a 
core theme used as the base for all the sites) which are DVCS controlled in their own private repositories 
under the Terrostar account and distributed with Composer via Satis: http://qcr.satis.terrostar.com/. 

DEVELOPMENT 

All development and maintenance is performed in local environments (on the developer’s machine). 
Databases are backsynced from production to development and staging environments as needed via SSH. 

Occasionally small changes can be made from the control panel. In these cases, we still leverage the 
development server for validation of requests and changes. 

DEPLOYMENT 

After testing the feature/change locally the work is pushed into the appropriate project’s private GitLab 
repository (development or feature branch) under Terrostar’s holding account. 

All changes are first deployed to the development server via an SSH task runner. Every interaction with the 
server is over SSH piped through our VPN to restrict access. For security purposes, we do not have 
root/sudo privileges, and all of our interactions with the server leverage the client user only (QCR, CSB, 
SFC, etc). 

Once changes are approved on the development server, they are merged into the master branch of the 
code repository and deployed in a similar automated fashion. 
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